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This photo shows weightlifter James Brennan
competing at Venus Weightlifting gym.

This photo shows Gabriella Qu (center), the founder of Venus Weightlifting gym, cheering for
weightlifters at Venus Weightlifting gym in Shanghai.

This photo shows weightlifter James Brennan competing at Venus Weightlifting gym in Shanghai.

This photo shows a weightlifter competing at Venus Weightlifting gym in Shanghai. — AFP photos

This photo shows weightlifter Lu Siyao compet-
ing at Venus Weightlifting gym.

This picture shows a member of the Yunnan Forest Brigade monitoring a herd of migrating elephants from the command
center in Daqiao in southwest China’s Yunnan province. — AFP photos

This picture shows members of the Yunnan Forest Brigade operating a drone to monitor a herd of migrating wild Asian ele-
phants at the command center in Daqiao.

‘Problematic’
Greenland polar
bear may be shot

Apolar bear in Greenland may
be shot dead next time it
endangers people after sev-

eral close encounters, including one
where it bit the hand of a documen-
tary team member, authorities said.
The attack on the documentary
team near an army base comes as
the autonomous Danish Arctic terri-
tory experiences a record heatwave
and as polar bears wander further
for food. Early on Monday, while the
sun does not set in summer at this
latitude, the bear poked his head
through a poorly closed window of a
research station where the docu-
mentary team was staying about
400 meters from the small base of
Daneborg. A Danish Artic military
unit based in Greenland said the
bear bit the hand of one of the three
male team members before they
used warning pistols to force the
animal to flee.

Transported first to Daneborg,
the injured documentary maker had
to be evacuated to Akureyri, a town
in Iceland. Already blamed for five
incidents until now, the bear
returned again later in the morning
and then again overnight Monday to
Tuesday when it broke a window of
the research station before fleeing.
“The local authorities have from
now on categorized the bear as
‘problematic,’ which allows for it to
be shot dead, if it returns,” the
Danish military unit said. The inci-
dent comes as the northeast of
Greenland experiences a heatwave,
with a new record temperature of
23.4 degrees Celsius (74.2
Fahrenheit).

Experts say the retreat of the ice
pack, the hunting ground of the
polar bear, forces them to stay on
land more often and they find it
harder to find food and sustain a
species already considered vulnera-
ble. Although still rare, the close
encounters with humans are
increasing as bears more frequently
approach inhabited areas in their
search for food, environmental pro-
tection officers say. A study that
appeared in July 2020 in the publi-
cation Nature Climate Change
warned that polar bears faced
extinction around 2100. They cur-
rently number around 25,000 indi-
viduals. — AFP

In a Shanghai basement gym, amateur
weightlifters strain under two loads: the
steel bars and plates that they lift, and a

stigma rooted in the Chinese belief that
the sport leaves its practitioners stunted
and fat. Even as China once again domi-
nates weightlifting at the Tokyo Olympics,
amateurs back home face misunderstand-
ing. “You see athletes with big butts, big
legs, red faces, lifting on the platforms at
the Olympic Games,” said Gabriella Qu,
founder of Venus Weightlifting in
Shanghai. “That’s the moment people say,
‘That’s not very nice. That’s not the image
I want to put on myself.’” Especially for
women practitioners in China-where phys-
ical beauty is typically equated with slen-
der fragility-weightlifting is strongly looked

down upon. Xu Weiya, 28, who was
inspired to start lifting by her husband, a
competitive amateur weightlifter, said her
parents had “a lot of comments” about her
new hobby.

‘Not for you’ 
“My mother said to me, weightlifting

athletes are all short and buff, so this sport
is not for you,” Xu said, citing a commonly
held belief that “girls shouldn’t do this type
of exercise.” Qu, 32, a weightlifter and
coach herself, says she opened Venus
Weightlifting in 2015 partly to help address
such misconceptions by increasing aware-
ness of the sport as a form of healthy
exercise. China-currently racking up its
usual pile of weightlifting gold medals in

Tokyo-is a superpower in the sport, its ath-
letes often selected for body type and
groomed from a young age by a rigorous
state-run sporting program.

But the sport’s availability to the “nor-
mal person” remains limited, with relatively
few venues, Qu said. “What most people
know about weightlifting comes mainly
from watching the Olympics,” said Lu
Siyao, 28, Xu’s husband. “These athletes
are chosen especially for their body
types,” Lu said, adding that at elite levels
more muscle mass per square inch on a
person’s frame usually wins the day. But
that leaves many spectators to judge the
sport only through its top-tier competitors,
he said. “But for us amateurs, our bodies
are already set in this way,” he adds. “No

matter how much we train, we cannot
shrink ourselves or make our legs shorter.”

Still, many at Venus Weightlifting hope
China’s Olympic glory will eventually foster
a sense of pride and make people more
open to the sport. Asked if she worries
about the negative stereotypes, Xu, one of
many female weightlifters at Venus, says
she prefers to ignore traditional social
expectations. “Weightlifting does not make
us short and fat. We can only become
more healthy and more fit from it,” she
said. “And we should realize that beauty
does not come only in one form.”— AFP

First the entire village is shooed
indoors, its power supply is cut, and
finally bananas and other elephant

treats are dumped on the opposite side of
town to coax the uninvited guests to pass
through. So goes the routine welcome
ceremony for China’s wayward herd of 14
wild elephants, whose wandering ways
have sparked an unusual operation aimed
at steering them home across steep,
winding, and often populated terrain. 

The group left its home range far south
near the Laos border 16 months ago for a
grand food tour across rich farmland
bursting with corn, sugarcane, bananas
and dragon-fruit in southeastern Yunnan
province. The Chinese public has delight-
ed in the elephants’ antics, including
parading down city streets, guzzling grain
alcohol and dozing en masse in a field.

Jumbo task 
But it’s a jumbo task for the three

dozen Yunnan forestry firefighters
charged with shepherding the elephants
safely home-tracking night-moving ani-
mals that can disappear into thick forest
and trek up to 30 kilometers (18 miles) a

day. It’s the furthest north that China’s wild
Asian elephants have travelled in record-
ed times, said Yang Xiangyu, a task force
leader. “Before this, we only saw ele-
phants in the zoo or on television,” he
said. Alarmed officials formed the task
force in May, as the elephants neared
Kunming, the regional capital.

Using drones to keep tabs on the ani-
mals, they sleep out in the subtropical air
or in their vehicles. On a recent morning
team members stood before a large-
screen TV in a temporary village head-
quarters as front-line colleagues beamed
back the day’s first images. As white
clouds parted, unmistakably elephantine
gray-brown outlines appeared down in a
forest clearing near a village, their trunks
probing around for a final snack before
bedding down during the daytime heat.
They stir again around dusk, and their
trackers move with them. When they
approach a village, loudspeakers and
door-to-door checks urge locals to shut
themselves in, preferably upstairs, out of
reach of the hungry visitors.

Power supplies are cut to prevent the
elephants from electrocuting themselves

or sparking fires, and vehicles are parked
across roads behind the herd or on side
routes to keep them moving forward,
preferably south. Once through, their new
location is plotted, the weary task force
redeploys and the circus resumes the fol-
lowing dusk.

Smart and deadly 
The elephants have dazzled their

chaperones with their intelligence. A
mature female leads, always finding the
best path toward food and water or the
safest point across a stream, Yang said.
They use tree branches gripped in their
trunks to help comrades scratch a hard-
to-reach itch, swat bugs, or seemingly
draw designs on the ground. Mud is
employed as sunscreen, they may fash-
ion a crude “sunhat” out of vegetation,
and their dexterous trunks can turn on a
faucet, open a door, or lift covers off water
wells for a drink, Yang said.

There are three juveniles, two born
during the odyssey, officials said. Adult
elephants have been seen using their
huge bulk to crush down traffic guardrails
so the youngsters can clamber over them.

China’s state-controlled media has cast
them as the lovable protagonists in a
national lesson on conservation. But the
elephants, which can weigh up to four
tons and sprint as fast as Usain Bolt, are
also extremely dangerous, particularly if
they sense a threat to their young. Two of
them who earlier broke for home trampled
a villager to death in March, said Chen
Mingyong, a Yunnan University elephant-
behaviour expert attached to the task
force. The fatality appears not to have
been reported. “This needs to be faced
squarely. The Asian elephant is a wild
beast and we have to keep a safe dis-
tance,” Chen said. Media are kept away
from the animals on safety grounds.

Mystery migration 
Why the elephants began their trek

remains a puzzle. Possible explanations
include tighter competition for resources
due to an increase in wild elephants in
their home range. Climate change may
also be subtly affecting their habitat, Chen
said, or fluctuations in the earth’s electro-
magnetic field could have thrown off their
finely-tuned navigational sense, or they

may have simply taken a wrong turn.
Researchers are particularly stumped
over why the skilled navigators made a
nearly straight beeline for Kunming before
angling back south a couple months ago.
Elephants typically circle around in their
hunt for food, Chen said.

“There have been many behaviors for
which we previously have not had suffi-
cient data.” They’ve travelled more than
700 kilometers, Yang said, and though
now pointed homeward, still have several
hundred more to go. And the smart food-
ies appear to be slowing, unwilling to
rush through the cornucopia ripening
around them in the summer sun, Chen
said. But cool autumn weather is expect-
ed to eventually hasten them home, a
bittersweet prospect for Yang and his
team, who have become attached to the
gate-crashers. “As soon as (trackers)
see the elephants on our monitors, they
feel very happy despite the hard work
and toil,” he said.— AFP


